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akin  Care of ourself at Work
Combat or place stress throughout the day ith regular interventions. 

hittle a ay at stress rather than doing something about it only hen you 
hit the all at day s end. hin  preventive maintenance.  he goal: 
leaving or  feeling less e hausted. arget four areas:  he ody  
Create means of stretching, moving, and e ercising during the day.  he 

ind  Practice mindfulness, meditation, or breathing e ercises that 
produce calm.  iet  Consume energy giving foods. See a list at bit.ly
hi foods .  Shift Focus  Practice focusing on en oyable pursuits or 
distractions unrelated to or . hese self care interventions ill increase 
productivity and your resilience.

Wellness and Pre ention for solated Jo s
hether you are a seafaring mariner on a cargo ship or a telecommuter ho en oys a ob ith less structure, lots of alone time, and little 

contact ith others, ta e an inventory of your health habits. Isolated or ers are at ris  for sitting longer, s ipping meals, suffering from 
substance abuse, eating more un  food, and having irregular sleep patterns. reater incidences of heart disease, periodontal problems, 
alcoholism, idney stones, and cancer are all potential consequences. ou may love the minimal structure of your position, but structure is 
good for people. Establish a routine so you not only are productive, but also remain healthy.  

Source: . http: .tele or recruiting.com.

Empathize Without eco in  a 
Counsellor
Empathi ing is ho  e form meaningful relationships. ith empathy, e 
don t ust recogni e a person s feelings and e periences e move closer 
to them by causing them to feel as though they are deeply heard. his 
creates bonding. o you have a nac  for being a good listener and 
empathi er  If so, remember to quic ly refer a friend or co or er to the 
ne t step, such as the EAP or another helpful community resource. 
Spending time engaging ith the problems of others is generous and may 
offer relief, but too much involvement can often cause delay or decrease 
the motivation to ta e the ne t step necessary to finding a lasting solution. 
All of us should try to help others, but professional counseling is an 
applied sciences occupation. ou may not mind lending personal time to 
offer support as a good listener, but ta ing on this role for too long could 
facilitate a crisis if the problem requires speciali ed help and help is not 
acquired soon enough. 



Take Your First Step Toward Financial 
Wellness
Are you “financially well”? Financial wellness means having control 
over day-to-day and monthly finances; having the ability to absorb a 
financial shock or major expense; enjoying life without living beyond 
your means; and being on track to meet your financial goals (e.g., 
retirement.). Unfortunately, a majority of people can’t say they are 
financially well in one or more of these areas, and many struggle with 
all of them. Do you need to take the first step toward financial 
wellness? You may be procrastinating, using denial, and practicing a 
bit of fantasy in thinking to postpone this decision. Start with an 
appointment to see your organization’s EAP, or search for free 
financial counseling assistance in your community. Once you take 
even the smallest step on your journey to financial wellness, you will 
experience relief because you will know you are steering this process 
rather than allowing the problem to steer you toward a larger crisis. 

elpin  ids oid Peer Pressure
elp your child e plore hat it ta es to be successful at th arting peer pressure. 
ith the start of school again, there s no time li e the present for this 

information. ry some fun role plays and s ill builders. Circumventing peer 
pressure has five ey components:  Saying o   Learning ho  and meaning 
it.  Situation Avoidance  a ing action to steer clear of events li ely to 
include peer pressure.  Understanding Consequences  Accepting that giving 
in to peer pressure has consequences and effects.  aluing Self orth  

aving confidence and valuing self orth over peer approval.  Resilience  
Learning to recover from disapproval by peers including bullying, hich often 
accompanies peer pressure  for ma ing the right choice. 

What Assertiveness Can Do for You
Here are eight benefits to motivate you to be more assertive: 1) Deciding to 
be assertive can raise self-esteem because you pat yourself on the back for 
speaking up or taking action. 2) Assertiveness increases self-awareness by 
helping you identify your feelings and clarify your needs more quickly. 3) 
Assertiveness is a proactive behavior. Rather than wait for something to 
affect you, you act to effect change. As a result, you get more of what you 
want out of life instead of waiting for it to come to you. 4) Assertiveness 
allows others to learn more about you and understand your needs. 5) 
Assertiveness allows you to take more risks, be more creative, and have less 
fear of failure. 6) Assertiveness is self-reinforcing. When you are assertive, 
you empower yourself. You reduce the natural desire to hold back, postpone 
a project, not take credit, or fail to test your ideas. Rather than err on the 
side of caution, you act, knowing that it is better to fail as a step toward 
success. 7) All decisions are rooted in assertiveness. Making faster and more 
effective decisions is a by-product of an assertive person. 8) At work, 
knowing what your needs are and acting to get them met improves job 
satisfaction. This affects your desire and willingness to engage, and this 
behavior is something employers value because it raises productivity. 

Important notice: Information in FSEAP Solutions is for general informational purposes only and is not intended to replace the counsel or advice of  a qualified health 
or legal professional. Contact FSEAP for further help, questions, or referral to community resources for specific problems or personal concerns. Source URLs may have 
been abbreviated for convenience and are case sensitive.




